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Information security is one of the most prominent organizational threats today. Some 3.4
billion records are compromised every year, costing private organizations an average of $7.35
million per breach—not to mention the damage to public reputation and consumer confidence. 
 
A strong offensive security posture is more important than ever. This checklist aims to give you
a bird’s eye view of your organization’s security readiness, addressing both preventative and
proactive measures. Use it as a quick-reference tool to assess the strength of your
organization’s security posture and pair it with our RedTeam Security Testing Guide to take the
next steps toward a more secure future. 
 
As always, for a deeper dive into your organization’s unique needs and challenges, we invite
you to schedule a complimentary one-on-one consultation with our team.

Welcome
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Network Penetration Testing  

Application Penetration Testing

Physical Penetration Testing

Social Engineering

Red Teaming

Here’s What We’ll Cover

Employee Training      

Policies and Procedures      

Incident Response Plan     

Industry Compliance    

Trusted Third-Party Security Partner

https://offers.redteamsecure.com/testing-guide-download
https://www.redteamsecure.com/schedule-consultation/


Conduct testing at least once per year

Use a neutral third party rather than conducting the test in-house

Go into it with a realistic understanding of your networks and scope (click here to better

understand the complexity of your networks before testing)

Outline a plan for remediation and re-testing based on the test’s findings

Assess Yourself: Network Penetration Testing
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Almost any modern commercial organization can benefit from network penetration testing.
If you or any of your vendors do business using computers, network penetration testing is a
measure you should strongly consider.

Who Needs Network Penetration Testing?

Network penetration testing aims to identify exploitable vulnerabilities in your networks,
systems, hosts and network devices like routers and switches. A network penetration test will
reveal real-world opportunities for hackers to compromise systems and networks in a way that
allows for unauthorized access to sensitive data or even the takeover of systems for malicious
purposes.
 
Network penetration testing can uncover misconfigured software, outdated software,
misconfigured operating systems and firewalls, inadequate protocols, unnecessary exposures
and more.

Network Penetration Testing
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https://www.redteamsecure.com/understanding-your-network-complexity-before-penetration-testing/


Conduct testing at least once per year

Use a neutral third party rather than conducting the test in-house

Go into it with a realistic understanding of your networks and scope (click here to better

understand the complexity of your networks before testing)

Whenever possible, allow the testers direct access to the application’s developers to

avoid communication barriers over complex technical subjects

Assess Yourself: Application Penetration Testing
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Organizations that use web or mobile applications to conduct business can benefit from an
application penetration test. If your organization develops or sells public-facing applications
or uses an application that has been custom-developed to help you do business, application
penetration testing is a must.

Who Needs Application Penetration Testing?
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Application penetration testing aims to uncover security vulnerabilities in desktop, web and
mobile applications before malicious parties can discover and exploit them. Applications
present a particularly timely threat as they are used by almost everyone, across an ever-
growing number of devices and from almost everywhere in the world.  
 
Application penetration testing can be used to test internally used apps, public-facing
applications, and mobile applications. Such a test may reveal vulnerabilities like broken
authentication or authorization controls, improper error handling, injection vulnerabilities
and more.

Application Penetration Testing

https://www.redteamsecure.com/understanding-your-network-complexity-before-penetration-testing/


Conduct testing at least once per year

Use a neutral third party rather than conducting the test in-house

Prior to testing, aim to understand your assets in the context of how they might be

valuable to an attacker (what might a malicious party hope to gain by breaching your

premises?)

Consider your diverse threat-actors; for example, a malicious ex-employee and an

organized crime unit represent unique, but equally considerable threats 

Elect a person to be the point of contact during testing, responsible for comparing the

testers’ actions against the company’s reactions and response times

Assess Yourself: Physical Penetration Testing
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If you have physical assets—brick-and-mortar locations, offices, data centers, substations, an 

 so on, you can benefit from physical penetration testing. Physical penetration testing is
necessary for organizations in the critical infrastructure sector like power and energy, water,
and transportation.

Who Needs Physical Penetration Testing?

Physical penetration testing, sometimes called physical security testing or physical intrusion
testing, measures the strength of your physical security controls and barriers like locks,
sensors, doors, and cameras. Though doors, fences and other entry points are one of the
most obvious openings for a malicious actor, this type of testing is often overlooked in favor
of more technically complex testing like application and network pen tests. 
 
A physical penetration test will uncover vulnerabilities for unauthorized physical access to
sensitive areas, which could lead to a data breach or network compromise.

Physical Penetration Testing



Conduct testing at least once per year

Keep testing dates and details confidential; don’t alert employees ahead of time

Focus on testing attack vectors that make the most sense for your organization

Change up the type of testing from year to year

Follow through with remediation and take necessary steps to educate your employees

on an ongoing basis

Assess Yourself: Social Engineering
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It is hard to point to an organization that would not benefit from social engineering testing.
It’s easy to spot a bad actor out to sabotage your company if he’s wearing night-vision
goggles and dressed in head-to-toe camouflage. It is more difficult to identify one, however,
who is dressed in a suit and looks like an important client. Social engineering testing will
measure your employees’ readiness to respond to both.

Who Needs Social Engineering Testing?

Social engineering tests your human element, exploiting weaknesses in human nature rather
than physical and digital assets to achieve malicious goals. Social engineering testing may be
done via phone, email or in person. 
 
A social engineering test will reveal how human errors play into your organization’s overall
vulnerability; it can point to inadequate employee training, insufficient access control policies,
risky behavioral norms, and more.

Social Engineering



Conduct testing at least once per year

Work together with a neutral third party for testing; you may or may not wish to deploy

an internal ‘blue team’ to counteract the red team’s efforts

Work with your testing partner to outline a scope and budget that are tailored to your

organization’s unique needs and risks

Allow enough time for the testing to be thoroughly conducted; a red team engagement

can take days, weeks or even months

Prioritize analyzing and understanding the results. Testing is just half the battle; allocate

adequate resources and personnel to remediate the red team’s findings

Assess Yourself: Red Teaming
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Contrary to popular belief, red teaming is not just for enterprise-level organizations.
Companies small and large can benefit from it; the right testing partner will customize the
scope of your red team engagement to realistically suit your budget, needs and real-world
attack surface.

Who Needs Red Team Testing?

Whereas penetration testing focuses on one well-defined aspect of your organization, like your
applications or your physical security controls, red teaming focuses on multiple areas that often
overlap. Where penetration testing zeroes in on the specific area being tested, red teaming
aims to cover as much ground as possible, much like a determined attacker aiming to breach
your defenses in any way possible.

How Is Red Teaming Different from Penetration Testing?

Red Teaming is a multi-layered attack simulation that measures how well your organization’s
networks, applications, physical security controls and human assets stand up to an attack from a
real-life adversary. Red teaming is a full-scope attack, meaning it combines many or all types of
testing mentioned above to accurately simulate how a real attacker would behave. 
 
Red team testing can provide a world of insight into your security posture, revealing
vulnerabilities in your technology, your facilities and your team members and helping you
outline a path to correcting them.

Red Teaming



At a minimum, require onboarding security training for all new hires and annually for

all employees

Test the effectiveness of your training by using social engineering testing such as

simulated email phishing campaigns at least once per year

Assess Yourself: Employee Training
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There are a variety of types of security training to suit your organization’s needs and budget.
Consider one or more of thef ollowing:

Types of Training

Virtual training: programs hosted through an online portal, like WorkWise, our cyber

security awareness eLearning curriculum. This can be an efficient and cost-effective way

to train many employees in a short amount of time. 

On-site training: hosted training at your premises, either by an internal team member or

outside expert.   

Off-site training: programs hosted off-site, like our Full Force Red Team Training,

typically lasting anywhere from a full day to a week. Off-site training is an excellent

investment for key members of your security team, like your CISO or CTO.

Employees and contractors are the number one cause of data breaches. Sometimes, the
breach occurs through malicious intent, but just as often it happens inadvertently through
carelessness or lack of security education. Regular, ongoing employee training is a critical but
often-neglected part of your overall security posture.

Employee Training

https://redteamsecuritytraining.com/courses/red-team-training
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Maintain a written and regularly updated security policy document that’s shared with all
employees and contractors and covers the following:

Assess Yourself: Security Policies and Procedures

Roles and responsibilities. Who has the lead on your organization’s security measures?

What is the chain of command during and after a possible breach? 

Acceptable use. How are your employees, contractors and vendors expected to behave

while using technology to conduct business?

Encryption. What encryption methods are used when sharing and storing information?

Email. What types of email should be handled with caution? What is the appropriate

response to a suspicious looking email?

Passwords. What constitutes a strong password? How frequently must passwords be

changed? Is two-factor authentication in use?

Devices. What kinds of devices may be used on company networks and systems? Can

employees bring their own devices?

Access control and remote access. How is access to your systems controlled for various

user permission levels? How and under what terms may employees access your

networks and systems remotely?

Employee termination. What happens when an employee is terminated? (Learn about

best practices for employee termination in this post). 

Periodic review and revision. Review your cybersecurity policies and procedures among

key stakeholders at least once per year.

What rules are in place governing how your employees use technology? How do you deal
with technology use by third-party vendors? What happens when an employee is terminated?
These questions and more must be addressed through a formal set of organizational security
policies and procedures.

Without a formal and documented set of security policies, you are driving blind. Employees
can behave recklessly without fear of repercussion and vulnerabilities are left unchecked.

Security Policies and Procedures

https://www.redteamsecure.com/cybersecurity-policies-time-say-youre-fired/
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Maintain a written and regularly updated incident response plan that is shared with key
stakeholders and members of leadership. The plan should cover the following:

Assess Yourself: Incident Response Plan

Roles and responsibilities and chain of command. Who will steer the ship and have the

final say on critical decisions? What will the chain of command look like?

Internal communication. Who are the key stakeholders that must be informed of the

breach, and what does that message look like? What’s the timeline for such

communications?

External communication. How and will you communicate news of the breach to the

public, and what does that message look like? Who will be the public-facing

spokesperson?

Identification and assessment of incident. What steps will you take to identify which assets

have been compromised and assess the overall impact to the organization?

Containment. How will you contain the breach and mitigate its impacts to the best of your

ability? How will the business continue to operate while containment is taking place?

Eradication. What assets will need to be destroyed or replaced in the face of a security

incident?

Investigation and reporting. What steps will you take to conduct a full investigation of the

breach and thoroughly understand its implications?

Recovery. How will you go about restoring your operations to their normal state?

Follow up. What do the ongoing steps look like weeks, months or years into the future

following an incident?

No one wants to think about worst-case scenarios, but what would happen if your
organization were faced with one? Your response (or lack thereof) following a cybersecurity
incident can dictate a lot about the long-term outcome—from how much it’ll cost you to how
your reputation fares to the price of your company’s stock and more. 
 
Your organization should have a formal and documented road map for what will happen
immediately following a suspected or confirmed security breach.

Incident Response Plan



Stay up to date with the latest version of your industry’s security compliance regulations 

View industry regulations not as a finish line, but a starting point for your approach to

offensive security 

Conduct penetration testing at least once per year, or more frequently as required by

your industry’s regulations

Assess Yourself: Industry Compliance
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See our resources below for some of the most common industry compliance requirements.

Examples of Industry Compliance Requirements

Healthcare (HIPAA) 

Critical Infrastructure (NERC-CIP)

Finance and Banking (FDIC)

Retail and E-commerce (PCI)

Most industries today have some form of guidelines that outline security best practices within
the industry, and, in some cases, legal requirements members of the industry must comply
with to remain in business. These guidelines are meant not only to protect individual business
entities, but entire industries, sets of infrastructures and the public. 
 
Keeping tabs on your compliance status is important not only to maintain a robust security
posture but avoid fines and maintain normal business operations.

Industry Compliance

https://www.redteamsecure.com/hipaa-penetration-testing/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/hipaa-penetration-testing/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/nerc-cip-compliance/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/fdic-penetration-testing/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/pci-penetration-testing/


Work with a third-party security partner like RedTeam Security that customizes its

approach based on your unique needs, challenges and budget

Assess Yourself: Third-Party Security Partner
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Our value as a third-party offensive security
partner is defined within our core company principles.

RedTeam Security’s Core Values

Small-business experience. We focus on a finite number of high-touch client

engagements with individualized attention.

True security partnership. We pursue long-term, mutually beneficial relationships that

grow with your business and adapt to your organization’s evolving security needs.

Communication and collaboration. RedTeam Security’s clients receive updates in near-

real-time, with multiple touchpoints daily and a direct line of communication through a

dedicated portal.

Always-free remediation testing. Re-testing for remediation purposes is always free with

no time limit. We don’t just find vulnerabilities; we help you close the loop on them.

While it’s important (and necessary) to dedicate internal resources and personnel to
managing your organization’s security, it’s equally valuable to work with a trusted third-party
security partner to help identify vulnerabilities and outline paths to remediate those
vulnerabilities as they’re uncovered. 
 
A third-party partner brings value in many ways: offering specialized expertise, drawing upon
a diverse pool of knowledge and experience, and bringing a clear and unbiased perspective
when examining your security controls.

Trusted Third-Party Security Partner
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RedTeam Security has been a premiere provider of offensive information security services
since 2008. In today’s marketplace, companies are overwhelmed by security threats from
hackers originating from all over the world. Studies show that the number of attacks against
companies are increasing and at the same time becoming more complex. As a result of these
attacks, the number of data breaches have cost companies’ tens of millions of dollars as well
as grave reputational damage.
 
The information security experts RedTeam Security have years of experience helping
organizations of all sizes identify and mitigate security vulnerabilities. Our team of highly
trained analysts hold the following indsutry certifications;

About RedTeam Security
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At RedTeam Security we are committed to securing your organization. Whether you are ready
to begin a project today or are looking for guidance on where to start, our team of security
experts are here to help you navigate the complexities around information security. Schedule
a free consultation with our team today, or answer a few questions to help us get started on a
customized proposal for you immediately. We look forward to working with you.

Jon Anderson
President, RedTeam Security

Certified Networking Associate (CCNA)

Cisco Certified Networking Associate Security (CCNA Security)

Cisco Certified Networking Associate Cyber Ops (CCNA Cyber Ops)

Comptia Security+

OSCP (Offensive Security Certified Professional)

GWAPT (GIAC Web Application Penetration Tester)

GIAC Security Essentials (GSEC)

GIAC Certified Incident Handler (GCIH)

GIAC Python Coder (GPYC)

GIAC Web Application Penetration Tester (GWAPT)

GIAC Certified Web Application Defender (GWEB)

https://www.redteamsecure.com/schedule-consultation/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/scoping
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LEARN MORE

Network Penetration Testing

Web App Penetration Testing

Physical Penetration Testing

Cryptocurrency Penetration Testing

Social Engineering

Red Teaming

Cyber Security Awareness Training

Compliance (PCI, NERC, HIPAA, FDIC)

Ready for us to prepare a proposal? Fill out our scoping

questionnaire and give us a bit of background information

on your project and we will send you a customized proposal.

READY FOR A PROPOSAL

Ready to improve your security posture with the help of RedTeam Security?

Taking the Next Step

Not sure where to start? Discuss your unique security needs

and get your questions answered during a one-on-one

consultation with one of our security professionals.

LOOKING FOR SOME GUIDANCE

Portfolio of Services
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https://www.redteamsecure.com/services/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/services/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/schedule-consultation/
https://www.redteamsecure.com/scoping/


Find. Fix. Fortify.
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